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4 ABSTRACT: The field of plasmonic nanobubbles, referring to
5 bubbles generated around nanoparticles due to plasmonic heating,
6 is growing rapidly in recent years. Theoretical, simulation, and
7 experimental studies have been reported to reveal the fundamental
8 physics related to this nanoscale multiphysics phenomenon. Using
9 plasmonic nanobubbles for applications is in the early stage but
10 progressing. In this Perspective, we briefly review the current state
11 of this research field and give our perspectives on the research needs
12 in the theoretical, simulation, and experimental fronts. We also give
13 our perspectives on how the fundamental understanding can be
14 applied to more practical applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

15 Because of surface plasmon resonance (SPR), plasmonic
16 nanoparticles (NPs) can efficiently convert photon energy into
17 heat when excited by light at the SPR frequency. Such
18 intensely heated NPs can locally generate the so-called
19 plasmonic nanobubbles. Such nanobubbles can be made of
20 vapor, dissolved gas, or their combinations, and they usually
21 have diameters on the order of several tens to hundreds of
22 nanometers. These nanobubbles are known for their unique
23 photothermal and optical properties and have already led to
24 biomedical applications in cell-level therapy and imaging,
25 controlled drug release and delivery, microtissue surgery, and
26 biosensing, with some already entered into clinical trials.1−5

27 They are also studied for energy and fluidic applications like
28 solar-vapor generation,6,7 plasmon-assisted photocatalytic
29 reactions,8 optofluidics,9 nano swimmers,10 surface bubble
30 manipulation,11 and materials assembly.12 In case the
31 plasmonic NPs are immobilized or fabricated on a substrate,
32 they can form bubbles on the surface upon optical excitation,
33 and we refer to them as plasmonic surface bubbles, but our
34 focus in this article is on plasmonic nanobubbles, which are
35 formed around NPs suspended in liquids.
36 Besides the promises in applications, the fundamentals of
37 plasmonic nanobubbles are no less attractive. The physics
38 involved in this molecular- to nanometer-scale phenomenon is
39 complicated, and studies have tried to understand it from
40 different angles. The respective roles of surface chemistry,
41 curvature, viscosity, and surface tension in bubble formation
42 and subsequent dynamics have been at the focus of theoretical
43 and numerical investigations of plasmonic nanobubbles for
44 over a decade,13−17 but they are not fully resolved. The

45inherently multiscale thermodynamics of phase change at
46nanoscale-curved solid−fluid interfaces poses several chal-
47lenges from a theoretical viewpoint. The 1/r (where r is the
48radius of an NP) interfacial contributions to the free energy,
49surface−solvent interactions, solvent properties, and competi-
50tion between time scales of NP heating and cooling all play
51important roles in the nucleation and subsequent dynamics of
52a plasmonic nanobubble, leading to effects such as an
53experimentally observed minimum in the threshold flu-
54ence,14,16 explosive bubble collapse and oscillations,18,19 and
55reported NP surface temperatures above the melting point of
56gold.18,20,26,76 Several theoretical approaches have been
57brought to bear on these problems,19,21−24 elucidating the
58underlying complexities of the problem in doing so, especially
59for bubble nucleation and dynamics for NPs with radii of tens
60of nanometers and smaller. However, in general, these
61theoretical approaches have relied on simplified fluid models
62for a single species of the molecule, while the complexities of
63experimentally relevant multicomponent fluids are often
64ignored.
65In this Perspective, we briefly review the current state of the
66field of plasmonic nanobubbles, but instead of a comprehen-
67sive review, we focus on what we believe to be fundamentally
68interesting and give our perspectives on the challenges and
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69 unresolved questions in the theoretical, simulation, and
70 experimental fronts. We will emphasize the fundamentals of
71 plasmonic nanobubbles but will also touch on their application
72 aspects. Besides, we also briefly discuss plasmonic surface
73 bubbles when they are related to plasmonic nanobubbles.

2. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVE
74 Two of the main questions that have driven much of the
75 fundamental research on plasmonic nanobubbles are (1) how
76 are nanobubbles generated upon optical excitation? and (2)
77 what are the bubble dynamics? Answering these questions is

78no easy task. On the one hand, the nanometer bubble size and
79generally subnano-to-picosecond dynamics makes the exper-
80imental study of nanobubbles challenging, while on the other
81hand, the complex interplay of fluid transport properties and
82surface forces in confined or highly curved geometries makes
83unraveling the mechanisms underlying these issues a difficult
84task from a theoretical perspective. In the following sections,
85we will discuss the state of addressing each of these questions.
862.1. Plasmonic Nanobubble Formation. Theoretically,
87much of the focus has been on the role of NP diameter, laser
88pulse duration (τ), and Kapitza resistance (i.e., interfacial

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of threshold fluence vs NP radius for general pulsed heating cases showing the ubiquitous bathtub minimum determined
by the competition between heating and cooling time scales. At a sufficiently small radius (gray shaded region), the formation of vapor becomes
interface-controlled, and the detailed properties of the fluid and the wetting properties of the interface must be considered along with the
thermodynamics of the NP itself. This is explained by the inset showing the Gibbs energy change for nucleation of an ∼1 nm thick vapor layer
around a moderately hydrophilic NP from liquid argon in thermal equilibrium at the liquid argon spinodal. For NPs smaller than 2 nm in this fluid,
no stable bubble can be formed, in agreement with the nonequilibrium MD results of Sasikumar et al.22 (b) Nanobubble formation fluence
threshold as a function of radius of Au NP for different laser pulse durations. Legends describe the type of NP, reference, and laser pulse duration in
parentheses: Solid, Siem et al. (ns);14 Solid, Fales et al. (ns);27 Solid, Lukianova-Hleb et al. (ns);16 Core−Shell, Lukianova-Hleb et al. (ns);13 Solid,
Wang et al. (ns);26 Solid, Katayama et al. (ps);15 Solid, (square) Lukianova-Hleb et al. (ps);16 Solid, (diamond) Lukianova-Hleb et al. (ps);13

Core−Shell, Lukianova-Hleb et al. (ps);13 Core−Shell, Oqunyankin et al. (ps);28 Solid, Siem et al. (fs);14 Solid, Fu et al. (fs);29 Core−Shell,
Lachaine et al. (fs);30 (dotted lines) Wang et al.;26 (dash lines) Metwally et al.23
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89 thermal resistance between NP and solvent)23 on the fluence
90 threshold for plasmonic nanobubble formation. However, the
91 dissipative properties of the fluid and thermodynamics of the
92 NP are also found as critical in determining the heat flux from
93 the hot particle to the surrounding fluid.24,25 Metwally et al.23

94 demonstrated that, for a pulsed heating of NPs in a simple,
95 uniform solvent, the origins of the minimum in the fluence
96 threshold for NPs with a radius r of ∼20−30 nm lie chiefly in a
97 competition between the time scales of the electron−photon
98 interaction and that of diffusive cooling. At NP radii below this,
99 diffusive losses to the environment require an increasingly
100 higher fluence for the NP surface to reach the spinodal
101 temperature of the solvent, with larger losses at longer pulse
102 durations. With increases in the radius much above 20−30 nm,
103 a damping of the absorption cross-section results in a deviation
104 from its linear dependence on the NP volume, leading to an

f1 105 increase in the fluence threshold (Figure 1a). For sufficiently
106 large NPs, the diffusive cooling time will generally be larger
107 than the thermal relaxation time associated with the interfacial
108 thermal conductance; thus, Metwally et al.23 conclude that
109 interfacial thermal conductance plays a negligible role in the
110 determination of threshold fluence. However, because the
111 variation of thermal properties and phase of the surrounding
112 fluid are not accounted for, the applicability their conclusions
113 regarding the role of interfacial thermal conductance may be
114 restricted to nanostructures with sufficiently large radii of
115 curvature, that is, accordingly for r ≫ κ/G, where κ is the
116 solvent thermal conductivity, and G is the interfacial thermal
117 conductance. Thus, as a practical example, for gold−water
118 interfaces, this implies that NPs with radii of curvature much
119 smaller than ∼4 nm require further consideration (shaded area
120 in Figure 1a), but such small NPs are not often seen in
121 applications. However, as shown by Wang et al.,26 accounting
122 for the full thermodynamics of the NP, interfacial thermal
123 conductance, pulse duration, and wavelength (λ) can become
124 critical factors, shifting the overall threshold fluence curve
125 upward around the 20−80 nm range (in water) and yielding
126 criteria for optimally “biosafe” NP bubble nucleation. At radii
127 much below or above this level, the competition between
128 dissipation and absorption overshadows the role of a
129 structural/phase change in the NP.
130 Overall, the competition between heating and cooling time
131 scales for NPs with different sizes would lead to a ubiquitous
132 “bathtub” minimum in the fluence threshold for nanobubble
133 formation (Figure 1a). This trend can generally explain
134 experimental observations from different studies. Figure 1b
135 summarizes the fluence thresholds for plasmonic nanobubble
136 formation around Au NPs with various sizes reported in the
137 past decade. Most of the experiments have used solid spherical
138 Au NPs immersed in water, since these NPs can be easily
139 synthesized and tuned in size. In Figure 1b, we can have the
140 following key observations that shed light on different
141 influential thermal and optical behaviors of the system of
142 interest.
143 First, smaller Au NPs usually have higher fluence thresholds
144 in each experimental setup. As the NP size gets smaller, it has a
145 smaller thermal mass and larger surface-to-volume ratio, which
146 renders more efficient heat dissipation to the solvent and faster
147 cooling of the NP. A higher fluence is then required to balance
148 the faster cooling to reach the bubble formation threshold. The
149 predictions by the models from Metwally et al. (dash lines)23

150 and Wang et al. (dotted lines)26 clearly show such threshold
151 increments for small NPs very well. Without a consideration of

152the enhanced heat diffusion for such NPs, Metwally’s model
153would show that the increased fluence threshold no longer
154exists (black dash line). At the other extreme, when the NP
155size gets large, its thermal mass increases, and the optical
156absorption per volume usually decreases. Thus, the fluence
157threshold will also increase, which can also be predicted
158correctly by the models. The crossover of these two opposite
159trends leads to the ubiquitous bathtub with a minimum in the
160fluence threshold as a function of the NP size.
161Second, the fluence threshold differs for different excitation
162laser pulse durations. The fluence influences the total energy
163that can be deposited in a pulse, and the pulse duration
164controls the photon−electron energy transfer rate. An
165interesting observation in Figure 1b is that, for the picosecond
166or nanosecond pulse durations, the optical excitation at the
167interband transition frequency (near 330 or 470 nm)31 enables
168the bubble generation at a lower fluence than that at the SPR
169frequency. This is not intuitive because, at the SPR, the free
170electron gas in the NP strongly interacts with the incident
171photon, leading to a stronger optical absorption and thus more
172intense heating than that at the interband transition frequency.
173As a result, the SPR excitation should have a lower fluence
174threshold than that of the interband excitation. This is the
175prediction by Metwally et al.23 for an SPR excitation (cyan
176dash line) that is 1 order of magnitude smaller than those of
177experimental sets with the interband excitation (cyan circle, τ =
17810 ns, λ = 355 nm: interband). However, the measured
179threshold fluences at the SPR excitation differ from the model
180prediction23 by 2 orders of magnitude. One possible reason for
181the difference is that the SPR is sensitive to the change of
182refractive indices of the system. When the pulse duration is
183comparable to the electron−phonon relaxation time (1−2
184ps),23 the thermal energy can be released from the hot
185electrons during the laser absorption process, which increases
186the temperature of the NP and medium (e.g., water) and thus
187changes their refractive indices. Indeed, Wang et al.26 found
188that the medium (e.g., surrounding water) heating can
189suppress the SPR effect. This is also known as SPR bleaching,
190which limits an NP’s ability to fully leverage the incident
191photon in a pulse. When Wang et al.26 consider the
192temperature-dependent optical absorption efficiency of NP in
193their model, the predicted threshold fluence (cyan dotted line,
194τ = 5 ns, λ = 530 nm: SPR) becomes closer to the experimental
195result, but they still differ by 1 order of magnitude. On the one
196hand, the reason for this discrepancy remains an open question
197to be answered. On the other hand, the interband transition is
198not sensitive to temperature change, as it is related to the band-
199to-band transition of an electron by absorbing a photon. As a
200result, the optical absorption will not be significantly affected in
201the photothermal heating process, which may have led the
202interband excitation threshold fluence to be lower than the
203SPR cases. However, using a femtosecond pulsed laser can
204avoid the SPR bleaching effect. The characteristic time of
205medium heating by the cooling of Au NP is ∼100 ps,32 which
206is longer than the electron−phonon relaxation time; thus,
207femtosecond pulses can finish the interaction with electrons
208before the medium heating. Indeed, Fu et al.29 used a four-
209dimensional (4D) transmission electron microscope to visual-
210ize the nanobubble generation around solid Au NPs and found
211that a femtosecond pulse at the SPR with a fluence of 23 J m2−

212could form a nanobubble on the NP (pink square, τ = 350 fs, λ
213= 520 nm: SPR). This reported value is close to the predicted
214threshold fluence by Metwally et al.23 (pink dash line). Also,
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215 Fu’s threshold fluence is much smaller than the measured
216 fluence with interband transition excitation with a femtosecond
217 pulse (pink circle and pink dotted line, τ = 100 fs, λ = 400 nm:
218 interband). Therefore, it may be preferential to use a
219 femtosecond pulsed laser to leverage the SPR effect in
220 plasmonic nanobubble applications.
221 It is worth noting that Metwally et al.23 emphasize the water
222 spinodal temperature (∼550 K) as the correct thermodynamic
223 criterion for liquid−vapor transition, rather than referring to
224 the critical temperature. But in the presence of highly curved
225 surfaces, and accounting for the role of surface forces and
226 wettability on the thermodynamics of phase change at the
227 interface as well as the interfacial thermal conductance,33,34 the
228 liquid spinodal itself can shift.35,36 The equilibrium and
229 nonequilibrium thermodynamics of phase change near heated
230 NP interfaces has been studied using both molecular
231 dynamics21,22 and continuum/phase-field methods.24 Both
232 liquid−vapor and solid−liquid interfacial energetic costs
233 must be met to create a stable bubble. However, in general,
234 the solid−vapor interfacial energy cost is higher. This is owing
235 both to the larger surface energy per unit area required to
236 create a dry surface, especially for a hydrophilic interface, as
237 well as the fact that the inner NP radius is smaller than the
238 radius at the liquid−vapor interface. Rather than resulting in a

f2 239 dry interface (Figure 2a), for hydrophilic surfaces, this fact
240 leads to the stabilization of a superheated liquid layer adjacent
241 to the NP surface (Figure 2b);21,22,24 the energetic cost of
242 forming an interface with such a layer will necessarily be lower
243 than that of a dry interface. This phenomenon has been

244observed in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,37 which
245show a layer of liquid molecules adhered to the NP surface
246despite a vapor bubble being formed when the NP is
247sufficiently heated (Figure 2c,d). However, the thermodynamic
248properties of this thin liquid layer, including its Gibbs energy at
249equilibrium, are presumably quite distinct from that of the
250liquid bulk or the usual liquid−vapor interface. While an
251equilibrium Gibbs energy criterion for a “dry” NP bubble24

252(see Figure 1a inset) can lead to estimates for equilibrium and
253critical NP radii for a bubble nucleation in good quantitative
254agreement with simulations of hydrophilic NPs as well as
255estimates for equilibrium bubble size for a given NP, it is not
256yet clear that the thermodynamic properties of this liquid layer
257can be included in such a formulation in a straightforward way.
258Nonequilibrium continuum thermodynamics can capture the
259stabilization of the superheated liquid layer.24

260It is worth noting that, while the photothermal phase change
261interpretation remains to be the mainstream to understand the
262plasmonic nanobubble formation, Lachaine et al.30 proposed a
263very different mechanism for nanobubble formation. They
264have shown that, at off-SPR wavelengths, the Au NP can still
265form a nanobubble but at a lower fluence threshold and
266corresponding to a quite different, lower-energy near-field
267photoionization mechanism. It is possible that both mecha-
268nisms could be operative under a broad band illumination.
269Such bubbles could be expected to have quite different bubble
270dynamics, a point that would require further investigation.
271When the fluence threshold is being determined, a
272prerequisite is the ability to detect the nanobubble formation.

Figure 2. Schematics of (a) a dry bubble and (b) a bubble with an adhered liquid layer on the NP surface. MD simulation snapshot showing an
adhered liquid layer (c), which is quantified by the radial density profile (d) for NP heated to TNP = 5 in LJ unit.
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273 Since the formation of nanobubbles can change the scattered
274 light intensity, optical pump−probe transient scattering
275 methods have been used to detect the nanobubble formation.
276 The pump beam is the excitation laser, while the probe beam,
277 much weaker in energy than the pump beam, can be set at the
278 wavelength where the variation of scattering efficiency is
279 sensitive to the nanobubble formation.10 Since nanobubble
280 formation is accompanied by an acoustic wave, the acoustic
281 response has also been used for this detection.26,27 A direct
282 observation of nanobubble formation has also become possible
283 when a time-resolved transmission electron microscope is
284 employed.29

285 2.2. Nanobubble Dynamics. The bubble dynamics,
286 lifetime, and eventual collapse involve a more detailed
287 consideration of the properties of the fluid and fluid−vapor
288 interface. Phase-field models and the Rayleigh-Plesset equation
289 have been shown to yield comparable bubble dynamics
290 including collapse and oscillations,18,38 where the dynamics
291 depend on the heating condition (hence thermodynamics) of
292 the NP.19 Sasikumar and Keblinski38 identified four distinct
293 stages of nanobubble formation: (1) nucleation and adiabatic
294 expansion of hot vapor, (2) isothermal expansion, (3)
295 isothermal collapse, and (4) rapid heating. The range of
296 times for bubble dynamics depends somewhat on the NP size
297 as well as the properties and composition of the fluid.
298 However, allowing for these differences, Sasikumar and
299 Keblinski’s MD simulations38 agree well with the experimental
300 observations and continuum simulations of Kotaidis and
301 Plech,18 with the initial adiabatic expansion occurring during
302 the first ∼50−100 ps, followed by an expansion and collapse
303 over the next 100 ps to 1 ns.
304 Recent experimental studies39,40 demonstrate that phys-
305 icochemical factors such as dissolved gas or other solutes,
306 especially as they modify the surface tension and viscosity, are
307 important, particularly in the dynamics of bubble collapse.
308 However, in these studies, it is not clear how the
309 thermodynamic and physicochemical properties of the solvent
310 itself, independent from the changes in effective thermophys-
311 ical properties due to the NPs themselves, affect bubble
312 dynamics. One often ignored consideration in modeling and
313 theory is the role of dissolved gas at the liquid−vapor interface,
314 which has been recently shown40 to have a profound effect on
315 bubble collapse dynamics. In addition to contributions to the
316 bulk solvent properties, dissolved gases can severely impact the
317 structure and composition of liquid−vapor and fluid−solid
318 interfaces and, thereby, play an important role in both
319 nanobubble nucleation and collapse dynamics. Overall, the
320 issue of the role of dissolved gases on the interfacial behavior in
321 fluids is complex and not well-understood. Through both ionic
322 and nonionic mechanisms, ranging from simple steric
323 contributions to the interfacial structure to possible induced
324 dipole or even Casimir effects,41 dissolved gases can
325 dramatically alter the balance and nature of interfacial forces
326 governing capillary phenomena. Thus, an important direction
327 for further work in plasmonic-generated bubbles can include
328 detailed studies of the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of
329 multicomponent solutions and the role of high curvature/
330 specific area.
331 2.3. NP Dynamics with Nanobubbles. Beyond bubble
332 nucleation and subsequent dynamics, another issue of
333 importance is the possible motion of an NP within a
334 nanobubble. Here, it is worth noting that, while the problem
335 can be treated in the framework of a driven Brownian motion,

336the near-particle gradients in temperature, density, and
337viscosity can lead to complexities in the determination of the
338effective friction,42 and such effects become more localized and
339dominate the NP dynamics when a nanobubble is formed to
340encapsulate it (i.e., supercavitating NP). Huang et al.37 used
341MD simulations to resolve the nonequilibrium multiphase
342phenomena of a moving supercavitating NP. MD simulations
343can directly capture the distributions of water molecules
344around the hot NP without assuming the phase domain. They
345found that an intensely heated supercavitating NP would
346exhibit a ballistic Brownian motion with the effective friction
347 f3similar to that in a gas (Figure 3a). The key is that the NP is

Figure 3. (a) Representative trajectory of the Brownian motion of an
NP (T = 0.75 in LJ unit) and a supercavitating NP (T = 8.35 in LJ
unit) showing drastically different displacements in the same period of
time. (b) MD simulation snapshots of the ballistic Brownian motion
of an intensely heated supercavitating NP where the nanobubble
boundary is extended as the NP moves due to Leidenfrost effect. (c)
Schematic of light-driven NP with and without supercavitation.
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348 kept hot in the nanobubble so that it can instantaneously
349 evaporate water as it moves to keep itself in a gaseous
350 environmenta nanoscale analogy of the Leidenfrost effect
351 (Figure 3b). With regard to the accurate modeling of the
352 motion of a supercavitating NP, due to the low viscosity, if a
353 Langevin approach to the driven Brownian motion is used, it
354 would be essential to retain the inertial terms in the Langevin
355 equations to capture the particle dynamics.43 The experimental
356 observation of such a ballistic Brownian motion of super-
357 cavitating NPs has not been made due to the difficulty of
358 keeping the NP hot while applying no additional interference
359 to the dynamics due to factors like optical forces.
360 A plasmonic heating by a pulsed laser can keep an NP hot to
361 maintain the supercavitating state. After a pulse, the super-
362 cavitating NP cools down due to the heat diffusion to the
363 surroundings, and then the nanobubble shrinks and eventually
364 disappears. The nanobubble lifetime is 1−100 ns,16 but if a
365 subsequent pulse arrives within the lifetime of the nanobubble,
366 the Au NP can be heated again to prevent the nanobubble
367 from collapsing. A pulsed laser with a repetition rate greater
368 than 10 MHz can potentially realize such a situation to keep
369 the supercavitating NP for an extended period of time. In the
370 meantime, the laser also applies optical pressure, which acts as
371 a driving force for the NP to move. The NP is kept hot due to
372 laser irradiation and can instantaneously evaporate water to
373 extend the nanobubble boundary, as it is driven by the laser to
374 move. Lee et al.10 used a dark-field optical microscope
375 combined with highspeed videography (>5000 frames per
376 second) to investigate the motion of optically driven
377 supercavitating NPs. They also estimated the optical force on
378 the NP with the time-averaged Maxwell’s stress tensor based
379 on the electromagnetic field profile obtained using a finite
380 element method or an analytical method with vector spherical
381 harmonics.44 They observed that the supercavitating NP could
382 move a long distance of 0.1 mm with speed (0.1 m/s) that is
383 almost 100 times faster than a bare NP in water if driven by the
384 same optical force (Figure 3c). Interestingly, Lee et al.44 also
385 found that, at certain NP-nanobubble geometrical config-
386 urations, the photon stream reflected by the water/bubble
387 interface can result in a net optical force on an NP opposite to
388 the light propagation direction. They also observed the
389 superfast backward motion of NPs in the experiment.10 The
390 supercavitating NP is a thermally nonequilibrium state where
391 continuous photothermal energy conversion, heat transfer,
392 water evaporation, and condensation coexist in the nanoscale.
393 The above picture is based on plausible physical reasoning, and
394 direct experimental observation can be challenging. Fu et al.29

395 used a 4D transmission electron microscope (TEM) to directly
396 visualize the NP motion with a plasmonic laser excitation.
397 They found that plasmonic nanobubbles can attach to the
398 surface of NPs and propel them to move. Because of the
399 random orientation of the nanobubble and NP, they observed
400 a forced Brownian motion (i.e., an active Brownian motion)
401 with an instantaneous speed up to ∼6 m/s. It is noted that this
402 active Brownian NP movement at the nanoscale is
403 fundamentally different from the light-driven ballistic super-
404 cavitating NP movement, which is driven by an optical force
405 and always aligns with the light axis during the ∼100 μm travel
406 distance.
407 2.4. Theoretical Modeling. A wide array of theoretical
408 and simulation approaches has been applied to the study of
409 bubble nucleation and dynamics, ranging from continuum
410 theories of varying complexity18,19,24,38,40,45 to MD simula-

411tions.10,22,37,38,46,47 The classical Rayleigh-Plesset equation has
412been used to model the bubble dynamics and collapse.18,40,45

413This approach is very successful in modeling the bubble
414dynamics following a nucleation of the vapor phase. For
415example, Wang et al.45 and Zaytsev et al.40 used comple-
416mentary experiments and calculations based on the Rayleigh-
417Plesset equation to find that dissolved gas in the fluid has a
418profound effect on the bubble collapse dynamics at long times
419and that the history of bubble dynamics can influence gas
420adsorption at the liquid−vapor interface. On the one hand,
421such approaches are very effective in understanding the bubble
422dynamics, but they do not account for a phase change or the
423role of NP-fluid thermodynamics. On the other hand,
424theoretical studies using constitutive models within a phase-
425field like (so-called dynamic van der Waals) approach19,24 can
426successfully capture the phase change and subsequent bubble
427dynamics in good agreement with the Rayleigh-Plesset
428description at intermediate-to-long times. Moreover, these
429models can readily include multiphysics phenomena including
430NP thermodynamics19 and solid−fluid interactions.24 The
431main advantage to both constitutive hydrodynamic models and
432the Rayleigh-Plesset equation is that the continuum
433description can be applied to NPs of arbitrary size for long
434times at essentially no increase in computational cost for larger
435NPs. Additionally, the continuum description offers a relatively
436intuitive understanding of the underlying physics. However,
437these phase-field/dynamic van der Waals hydrodynamic
438approaches have relied on simplified fluid models for a single
439species of molecule and largely ignored the role of dissolved
440gas and other solutes, which would necessitate the introduction
441of multiple gradient-density coupling constants into the theory.
442Besides constitutive models, MD simulations have been a
443useful tool for exploring the fundamental physics related to
444plasmonic nanobubbles, as they can faithfully capture all
445relevant physics associated with nanobubbles within the
446simulated model. Many of the above-discussed physics were
447studied using MD simulations. For example, Sasikumar et
448al.22,38 conducted MD simulations to study the cavitation
449dynamics around intensely heated solid NPs immersed in a
450model Lennard-Jones (LJ) fluid and observed four stages of
451bubble asymmetric temporal evolution, providing a detailed
452understanding of the thermal characteristics during the
453formation and collapse. MD simulations have also shed light
454on nanobubble dynamics in a multicomponent fluid.
455Maheshwari et al.46 studied the formation of a nanobubble
456around a heated NP in a model liquid with different
457concentrations of dissolved gas using MD simulations. They
458found that, beyond a certain threshold concentration, the
459dissolved gas dramatically facilitated vapor bubble nucleation
460due to the formation of gaseous weak spots in the liquid
461surrounding the NP. MD simulations also provide convenience
462for parametric studies. For example, Pu et al.47 found that
463nanobubbles around heated NPs are generated faster if the NP
464surface is super-hydrophobic rather than hydrophilic. MD has
465also helped to understand the ballistic movements of
466supercavitating NPs and revealed the nanoscale Leidenfrost
467effect.10,37

468Ideally, MD can include all the complex factors in realistic
469nanobubble dynamics around heated NPs, if the force field
470used in such simulations is accurate and simulation sizes are
471computationally affordable. However, this is a big “if”, since
472simulating real NPs of tens of nanometers in size in addition to
473a sizable solvent box can be extremely computationally
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474 expensive, not to mention the uncertainty related to force fields
475 for the solvent and between NP and solvent. For example, a
476 simulation of a gold NP immersed in water found no bubble
477 formation even if the NP was heated to ∼900 K,48 but
478 simulations of model systems of heated solid NPs in argon
479 showed a robust nanobubble formation.22,37 MD simulations
480 may also be an integral part of multiscale models by providing
481 important input parameters (e.g., interfacial energy, thermal
482 boundary conductance) or thermodynamics equation of state
483 to mesoscale models, but such a promise is still to be filled. It is
484 also desirable that large-scale molecular simulations of a
485 realistic water nanobubble around an NP are more commonly
486 performed instead of just toy models. One promising route to
487 addressing all these issues is the incorporation of machine
488 learning methods, which has already been successfully applied
489 to the study of multiscale cavitation in bulk fluid.49

490 2.5. Applications of Nanobubbles. In the last few
491 decades, the plasmonic nanobubble has been investigated
492 mainly for biomedical applications, such as cell-level
493 therapy3,50−52 and imaging,3,50,53−56 controlled drug release
494 and delivery,1,3,50,57 and microtissue surgery.3,50,58 The
495 plasmonic photothermal imaging is based on the local variation
496 of refractive index induced by a vapor nanobubble. For
497 instance, Lukianova-Helb et al.54 could selectively insert core−
498 shell Au NPs with an SPR wavelength of 760 nm in target cells
499 (leukemia cells, lung, and squamous carcinoma cancer cells),
500 and they have confirmed that the NPs form small clusters in
501 the cells. When a pulsed laser tuned at the SPR peak
502 wavelength illuminated these NP clusters, plasmonic nano-
503 bubbles were formed. They used these plasmonic nanobubbles
504 as optical amplifiers that increase the scattered intensity of

505probe light (532 nm) by up to 1800 times compared to that
506with bare NPs without bubbles. The plasmonic nanobubbles
507were believed to be an effective way for cell-level imaging
508without detectable damage to host cells if the laser excitation
509energy is properly controlled. With a stronger excitation, the
510expansion of plasmonic nanobubbles can also induce a
511mechanical shock that can open up the cellular membrane or
512open an injected liposome to release a drug. These processes
513can kill target cancer cells2,59 or achieve intracellular drug
514delivery and release.1

515In biomedical applications, the excitation laser should have a
516frequency in the biological transparent window (650−1350
517nm).60 While solid Au NPs have been a good model system for
518understanding fundamental physics, their excitation peak
519would be in the wavelength range where biological tissues
520are not transparent. Such practical constraints have promoted
521the design of NPs with suitable SPR frequencies while
522minimizing the fluence threshold for nanobubble generation.
523At the near-infrared wavelength of ∼800 nm, which is
524transparent to most biological tissues, Lachaine et al.30 have
525proposed a design rule of silica-core-Au-shell (core−shell
526(CS)) NP to consider the plasmonic nanobubble threshold
527fluence and irreversible cell damage. They have found that an
528optimal CS NP (42 nm silica core and 29 nm Au shell) can
529have a threshold fluence of 350 J m2− with an off-SPR
530excitation (pink upward triangle in Figure 1b), where 80% of
531the CS NPs will not be damaged by overheating after
532nanobubbles are formed. They have also found that the
533suboptimal CS NP (cyan pentagram in Figure 1b), which is
534easy to be damaged due to heating, can have a much lower
535threshold fluence of 70 J m2−. It is noted that this threshold

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the originally believed NP-enabled solar steam generation.6 (b) Schematic and optical images of the plasmonic surface
bubble generated by the optically deposited Au NPs. (c) The schematic and optical images showing the optically directed surface bubble
movement and NP deposition process on transparent surfaces. (d) Schematics of the hairpin DNA-functionalized Au NPs deposition and
concentration by leveraging the shrinking phase of surface plasmonic bubble.
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536 fluence is much lower than the predicted value of 200 J m2−,
537 but such a difference was not explained. Ogunyankin et al.28

538 have proposed hollow Au shell NPs, achieving a threshold
539 fluence of 20 J m2− with a diameter of 30 nm (gold pentagram
540 in Figure 1b, τ = 28 ps, λ = 800 nm: SPR). Notably, even
541 though they used a picosecond pulsed layer, the recorded
542 threshold fluence is very close to Metwally’s prediction with a
543 femtosecond pulsed laser. The nanobubble formation,
544 however, can severely damage the hollow shell Au NP, melting
545 it into a solid sphere.
546 Plasmonic nanobubbles have also been explored for vapor
547 generation6,7,61,62 and plasmon-assisted photocatalytic reac-
548 tions.8 Neumann et al.6 dispersed core−shell NPs in water, and
549 when this was irradiated by sunlight, it was believed that the
550 temperature around the NPs was sufficiently high to enable a
551 local vapor formation (i.e., nanobubble). They believe these
552 vapor nanobubbles will coalesce with each other under a
553 continued illumination leading to a larger vapor bubble, which
554 can float toward the water−air interface and then release the

f4 555 vapor (Figure 4a). However, it was later concluded that a
556 nanobubble formation was impossible given the low solar
557 intensity,61 and the observed water evaporation would be
558 evaporation at the water−air interface. A similar strategy was
559 employed for plasmon-assisted photocatalytic reactions. Adle-
560 man et al.8 used plasmonic NPs as a heterogeneous catalyst to
561 provide both heat and vaporized reactants to the system
562 without excessively heating the immediate surroundings or the
563 preheating needed to vaporize the reactants.
564 As previously mentioned, the supercavitating NPs can be
565 driven by light. Using this feature, Zhang et al.63 used light to
566 deposit Au NPs onto the transparent surface by optical forces.
567 The deposited Au NPs become the surface heater triggering
568 the nucleation of a microsized plasmonic surface bubble
569 (Figure 4b).63,64 The deposited NPs, when heated by a laser,
570 can also help to depin the front contact line of the plasmonic
571 surface bubble, enabling light to guide the surface bubble to
572 move (Figure 4c left panel).11 As the surface bubble moves
573 with the light, NPs can be deposited along the moving path.
574 This contact-line deposition can be used as a controllable
575 technique for pattern writing (Figure 4c right panel).12,65 The
576 formed plasmonic surface bubble has also been leveraged for
577 biosensing. The Marangoni flow around the surface bubble
578 helps to bring analytes in the solution to the bubble
579 surface,66,67 which then deposits the analytes to the contact
580 line of the surface bubble. Leveraging the shrinking phase of

581the bubble, Moon et al.5 deposited and concentrated hairpin
582DNA-functionalized Au NPs on a substrate, which significantly
583reduced the detection limit by using fluorescence signals
584(Figure 4d).
585Biosensing applications using plasmonic bubbles are still
586developing, but most such applications leverage the flow
587surrounding the plasmonic surface bubble. This flow has been
588called a “bubble tweezer” and can be mainly induced by the
589difference of bubble/liquid interfacial tension (i.e., Marangoni
590flow), which depends on temperature gradients. These
591different biosensing applications leverage similar strategies in
592generating the surface bubble, where they use the photo-
593thermal conversion process occurring in three-dimensional
594(3D) patterns,68 optically resistive thin films,69 or metallic
595NPs.5,70 On the one hand, the bubble tweezer can actively
596capture analytes in the solution and bring them to the three-
597phase contact lines of the surface bubble. The deposited
598analytes are later detected via techniques like surface-enhanced
599Raman spectroscopy (SERS) or fluorescence. On the other
600hand, using the bubble tweezer can cause the deposited
601analytes to have a higher temperature, which may deteriorate
602the function of the analytes. Moon et al.5 have shown that such
603heating problems can be avoided when leveraging the
604shrinkage of the surface bubble after the laser excitation is
605turned off. In the bubble-shrinking process, the analytes
606trapped at the surface bubble are eventually deposited at the
607contact lines without heating. We summarized the studies in
608 t1biosensing applications in Table 1, which shows that the limit
609of detection (LOD) can be as low as 10 fM. The LOD is found
610to inversely correlate with the bubble size.5 It suggests that
611larger bubbles would be preferred to lower the LOD. However,
612it may worsen the damage of analytes by the photothermal
613heating effect or pose a longer shrinkage time (∼hours) when
614we use the shrinkage bubble.5 Thus, further research is needed
615to continue to decrease the LOD so that the bubble-assisted
616active sensing technology can be used for biomarker detections
617such as influenza and cancer, which require an LOD in the
618femto- or atto-molar level.71−73

3. CONCLUSION
619In this Perspective, we have reviewed the current state of the
620understanding of the nanobubble formation and dynamics
621physics, the theoretical modeling effort to describe the
622multiscale, multiphysics phenomena, and the applications.
623The minimal threshold fluence for nanobubble formation has

Table 1. Active Biosensing Applications That Use Plasmonic Surface Bubbles

plasmonic bubble generation
laser wavelength
(power density)

bubble size (shrinking/
concentrating time)

strategy for
concentrating analytes target detection method LOD

Functionalized Au nanoparticle
suspension5

800 nm (0.88
mW/μm2)

∼40 μm (∼7 min) Shrinking bubble
deposition

Hairpin DNA-
functionalized Au
NPs

Fluorescence

3D nanoantennas68 850 nm (390
mW/μm2)

∼100 μm (∼2 min) Shrinking bubble
deposition

Extracellular
membrane vesicles
(Evs)

Surface enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS)

Array of Au nanoislands/
Perfluoropentane (PFP)74

532 nm (0.26
mW/μm2)

∼20 μm (1 min) Contact line deposition FITC-Protein A/G Fluorescence 10 nM

Moire ́ Chiral Metamaterials75 532 nm (−) ∼5 μm (20 min) Successive microbubble
shrinking deposition

Glucose Circular dichroism 100 pM

Au nanoisland film69 785 nm (0.2
mW/μm2)

∼100 μm (ca. tens of
min)

Shrinking bubble
deposition

4-MBA/R6G SERS 1 pM/
100
nM

Accumulation of Au
nanoparticles70 (Nanosphere/
Nanoshell)

1064 nm (10
mW/μm2)

∼175 μm (2 min) Contact line deposition R6G/Malachite
Green fungicide

SERS (785 nm) 10 fM
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624 been qualitatively described by heat transfer models, but
625 factors like the nature of laser excitation (interband vs SPR)
626 and temperature-dependent optical absorption efficiency need
627 to be considered to improve the model so that their prediction
628 can be closer to experimental data. For more detailed
629 theoretical models, while they have been able to explain
630 important physics underlying the fluence threshold such as NP
631 thermodynamics, interfacial thermal conductance, and dis-
632 sipation versus phase change, a more accurate thermodynamics
633 equation of the fluid surrounding the intensely heated NP and
634 the treatment of a multicomponent fluid (e.g., dissolved air in
635 water) are the next steps to enhance the capability of these
636 models. MD simulations have been an important tool to
637 provide a molecular-level understanding of nanobubbles, but
638 most of them are of toy models, as they are limited by the
639 computational length and time scales needed to simulate more
640 realistic systems. It is also noted that, currently, no MD
641 simulation has been able to simulate the nanobubble formation
642 of an NP immersed in water, even if the NP is in the system
643 size that a current computation can handle. It is desired that
644 MD simulations can provide key information (e.g., interfacial
645 thermal conductance, equation of state) for mesoscale
646 constitutive models to achieve a more accurate description of
647 nanobubble formation and dynamics. Plasmonic nanobubbles
648 have also seen a number of potential applications; most of
649 them are biomedical-related like cell-level therapy and imaging,
650 controlled drug release and delivery, and microtissue surgery.
651 For these applications, it is important that the energy of the
652 excitation laser can be minimized so as to reduce side effects
653 from the photothermal effect, and thus we have seen an effort
654 to design NPs that can lower the fluence threshold for a
655 plasmonic nanobubble formation. An NP deposited on a
656 surface can lead to plasmonic surface bubbles, which also have
657 wide active biosensing applications, but further research is
658 needed to lower the sensing LOD so that they can be used to
659 practice more challenging detections like those of influenza
660 and cancer.
661 Overall, a plasmonic nanobubble is a phenomenon that
662 involves complicated and intertwined optical, thermal, and
663 fluidic physics, which needs a multidisciplinary effort to fully
664 understand. New multiscale simulation models need to be
665 developed to accurately describe this phenomenon, but there
666 are challenges to include all the complicated physics into one
667 model. Most of the experimental understandings are based on
668 inferences from microscopic observations. Experimental tools
669 that resolve the time and spatial scales of nanobubbles are
670 needed to better validate modeling results, and high-speed
671 TEM has emerged as a promising tool. Applications may
672 benefit from such fundamental understandings in aspects like
673 optimizing the laser excitation conditions and NP designs.
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